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Interim Chancellor’s Report
Bishop Melchisedek
Spring 2011 Metropolitan Council Meeting
May 4 to 6, 2011
There was no written report presented at this time.
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Secretary’s Report
Archpriest Eric G. Tosi
Spring 2011 Metropolitan Council Meeting
May 4 to 6, 2011
1.

Overview

It would be an understatement to say that we have been incredibly busy and stressed at
the Chancery. The recent events have placed a greater burden on an already diminished
staff. However, due to their professionalism and dedication, the work of the Central
Church continues. The entire chancery staff and employees deserve the Church’s
gratitude.
The transition with Bishop Melchisedek as interim chancellor has been progressing.
There is much for him to work through and we have spent many hours dealing with
immediate issues. Regular Tuesday officers meetings have helped in this regard. There
have also been other meetings, such as with the Seminaries, which have allows us to
continue the work. There is a critical issue of ordinations and assignments which need to
be dealt with in timely manner.
The work over the next few months will concentrate in three major areas. The first area
is the ongoing Chancery work that has intensified as we go into the Summer. The second
area is the website launch which is now entering into the final phase. The new website
will be launched at the end of May/early June. The final area is the upcoming AllAmerican Council. There will be a series of deadlines for material over the next few
months and this will translate into many hours of work. I am thankful that we have such
a competent and efficient staff to work with me on these issues.
2.

Human Resources/Operations

There were two major changes to the staff. The first is the change of chancellor, Fr
Alexander Garklavs to an interim chancellor, Bishop Melchisedek. While the final
outcome is unclear, there needs to be serious and timely consideration on a separation
package as well as the finances for the interim chancellor. The officers have been
considering options and will present them for consideration. I would also stress the
importance of following the process of selection for all officers that is outlined in the
Statutes of the OCA, Article II (The Holy Synod), Section 7, line M which states,
“Appointment, upon recommendation by the Metropolitan Council, of the Chancellor,
Secretary, Treasurer and other officials whose competence or service extend beyond the
boundaries of a single diocese.” It is imperative that the Church follow the proper
procedures including the established procedures of Best Practices.
The second change is the move of Protodeacon Joseph Matusiak by Metropolitan Jonah
to his personal secretary. While some of these duties were originally outlined in
Protodeacon Joseph’s original job description, there will need to be some changes in
respect to his work and the appropriate allocation of funding. The officers again have
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some recommendations in this regard. Other additional appointment that may have been
made over the past few months will need to be discussed in greater detail.
We can all be very pleased with the two new additions to the communications team.
Ginny Nieuswma and Ryan Platte have added a great degree of professionalism and
experience. There will be more on their work later but we are very thankful for the
addition of them to our team. We have weekly telephonic meetings with the entire team
every Tuesday and are in daily contact with each other throughout the week.
The parish mailing list continues to be updated and new mailing will be sent this summer
for further information as connected with the new website. The annual 501(c )3 master
list was completed and sent to the IRS. We did have a number of changes as well as new
additions to the list. There was the annual review for the Orthodox Health Plan completed
this Spring. As secretary, I sit on the joint board with other Orthodox jurisdictions.
Currently we have over 80 clergy and families on the plan (the second largest group).
This was a very difficult year and the provider had originally asked for a 23% raise in
premiums. This was unacceptable to the group and after a careful examination of
different option, plans and carriers, we were able to decide on a more acceptable course
of action. The goal was to bring the increase the premiums to under 10% (over the past 5
years the raises was between 1% to 4%). Due to wise use of reserve funds, pooling of
options, raising the deductible and co-pays while still maintaining compliance with the
new Health Care laws, we were able to keep the premium increase to 8%. This is still not
acceptable in the long run and the joint commission will have to consider new changes
and options to the plan over the next year.
The Blackbaud transition is moving along and Melanie Ringa can speak more to this in
her report. Other ongoing projects include the updating of the sourcebook and parish
website information. We will again offer the annual calendar which will be available in
the Fall.
We will need to continue to work on compliance with the current Sexual Misconduct
policy. The members of the Committee will be addressing the Holy Synod and the
Metropolitan Council on various facets of their work. The new policy should be ready
for consideration shortly.
3.

Organization

Besides the changes mentioned above, there will need to be some department chair
changes, particularly to Pastoral Life. There are recommendations being brought forward
which will be discussed.
4.

Council and Synods

Planning for the 16th AAC is now at a rapid pace. There have been rumors that the AAC
will not be held and these are not true. The AAC will still be held and the planning is
moving forward. The Preconciliar Commission has met a few times and has offered a
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solid plan for the upcoming Council. Assessments have been sent and we have already
collected over $100,000 for the AAC. Many documents including registration forms and
vendor applications are ready to be sent. Contracts have been reviewed with the General
Counsel are also ready to be signed. Travel arrangements have been announced. The
Resolutions/Statutes Committee has been formed are ready to receive resolutions and
amendments. The next steps will be sending the study papers and materials in May. The
local committee is fully formed and functioning and members of the PCC will be meeting
with them both before and after this Summer. Please see the report of the AAC. The PCC
is very conscious of the requirements as outlined in the Statutes of the OCA (Article III,
Section 5).
Other meetings continue to be planned as scheduled (or delayed). Among these meetings
are meetings of the Holy Synod which have been held on a more frequent basis as well as
committees meetings of the Metropolitan Council. Reports will continue to be sent prior
to meetings electronically and I again ask for timely submission of these reports. It is
asked that chairs of committees keep the rest of the Metropolitan Council informed of the
work of the committees.
There will also be other meetings involving the Holy Synod such as the Episcopal
Assembly in May in Chicago. Other meetings including the interface with the seminaries,
committees, commissions, etc, continues. This can often be time consuming, as logistics
of the meetings require much attention.
5.

Archives

Alex Liberovsky continues his valuable work and there is nothing new to report. He
continues to give his excellent presentation for the Fortieth Anniversary of Autocephaly
around the country. He is providing valuable assistance to many academics and
researchers who are here on a weekly basis as well as updating the staff on important
events in world Orthodoxy. The assistance of Matthew Garklavs has been very important
as files have been sorted and reorganized.
6.

Estate Management

I expect that the painting of the Chancery building will take place over the next few
months. I am still working through various bids. It will substantially change the way the
building is viewed. Included in this work are some exterior repairs to stairs and fire
escapes. This area is in the most need of attention. The next phase will be to begin the
painting of the interior over the next few years. All codes and requirements are up-todate.
We continue to have a handyman come and repair items on an on-call basis. The building
remains clean and organized due to the diligence of our housekeeper. The grounds
continue to be in good shape due to the excellent work of our contracted company. There
is a concern about the empty pool in the back of the property. It currently is fenced but
represents a safety hazard. The only solution is to actually remove the pool and the
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concrete and fill the hole. This action should be explored and completed in the new
future. The heavy Winter did cause some damage with fallen trees and light poles.
These have been repaired as needed and we have an excellent relationship with the
neighbors who assist us in such repairs.
7.

Communications

We should all commend the great communications team that has been put together. It is
truly a team effort and already has bore fruits. We recently won the Best Jurisdictional
Website award and there will be more to come. We have consciously tried to be timely
and objective, reporting news and events not found anywhere else. As such many look to
the website for continuing news in the Orthodox world. Our goal remains at least one
posting a day, to be accurate and timely, and to ensure that everything that is reported is
official. I believe we have succeeded in this.
The communications team consists of myself as manager, Ginny as managing editor, Fr.
John Matusiak as senior editor, Ryan as technical editor and Jessica as an assistant. We
stay in constant contact with each other and have weekly meetings that chart out the
course of press releases for the week (with the exception of critical news which is posted
as soon a possible). Ginny has been making contact with all dioceses, departments and
organizations and establishing strong relations so we can have better reporting. Fr. John
has been working hard as the main writer and editor, Ryan has ensured technical
consistency and Jessica posts (often within minutes no matter the day and time). We
expect that with the new website, there will be more multimedia postings.
The Orthodox Church continues to be the flagship of information of the Church and has
been closely coordinated with the website as the new media will move to the forefront.
We are on a quarterly schedule and the plan with the magazine has been implemented.
This means there are 24 pages, well written and shipped directly to parishes. Some
parishes have asked for more copies but this is part of the evolving process. This plan has
allowed us to continue the magazine within the budget. There will be an issue of the TOC
that will present material for the upcoming AAC.
The web team is now utilizing Zen Desk, an interactive tracking software which allows
for assigning and prioritizing of projects. This ensures that none of the many requests
that come to us are lost. For example, if a mistake is found on a webpage, it is entered
and tracked through Zen Desk, with actions noted. It is a powerful management tool for
the team and we have a long list of corrections that is currently being addressed. Many of
the security risks have been corrected and much of the material has been migrated to a
new server in anticipation of the release of the new website. We have to be careful to use
our time wisely and avoid cost overruns because there is so much work to be done, but
the team is very conscious of tracking this.
The website is in its final phases. I dedicated Ginny’s time to project management until
the release. We have held many meetings over the past few months to address everything
from webs design, site maps, beta testing and editing. Much thanks goes to Simple Focus
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and their creative web design. They utilized so much of the input we received from
around the Church and you can see their results. We also want to thank Fr. John
Schroedel who did the “under the hood” work on coding and mapping so that we will
have a much more efficient system. There was a lot of material that needed to be
migrated and worked through and he has waded through it all and made sense of the
material. We have also switched to Expression Engine as our publishing platform.
Finally, there are a host of other communications issues we will be working through this
summer. Among them is securing the email platform, integrating Blackbaud, and
publishing other items of importance to the life of the Church. But the additional
members of the team have made much of this an easier task to accomplish and a
professional look to the public face of the OCA.
8.

Other Issues

There continues to be legal issues that need to be handled. The coordination with the
General Counsel, Legal Committee, insurance companies and staff continues to be
excellent. The Chancery is pleased to report that at present all legal bills are current and
that various aspects of ongoing litigation are being addressed. There are a number of
conference calls and emails in coordinating these efforts. There has truly developed a
team effort between General Counsel, Legal Committee, Chancellor and Secretary. A
full report will be given by the Legal Committee.
Judge Ray Lanier and I were appointed by His Beatitude to visit Holy Protection
Monastery in Weaverville. This continues to be delayed for various reasons but we are
dedicated to completing that task. There continues to be contact with the Crisis
Management team as we work through the many and varied issues.
All of our insurance has been through the annual review and updated. I offer great thanks
to Michael Herzak who continues to monitor our insurance status and gives timely replies
to our requests. I do not anticipate any issues with our insurance at present.
Department work continues to move forward and we hope that the next year will bring a
renewed effort. We are blessed to have such talented and dedicated workers in the
various fields. They deserve our support. This also extends to the many other
committees, commissions and administrative staff. The meetings and efforts continue to
strengthen the work of the Church and the Chancery staff is always available to assist
them.
A great part of my time continues to involve logistical support and coordination of
resources. An example would be the Strategic Plan Committee meetings as we move
closer to the AAC, the Sexual Misconduct Committee in the preparation of the new
policies as well as a host of other critical efforts by the Church. I also coordinated the
evangelism portion of the Strategic Plan which brought together some wonderful and
talented people in this field. Other aspects as review and coordination with insurance
providers, diocesan and parish administrative issues, information technology and
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resource collection require a major amount of work. The Chancery continues to respond
effectively to the needs of the Church and receive positive feedback. Much of this work
is done quietly and “behind the scenes” and may not be immediately noticeable. That is
the nature of work and perhaps the best way to accomplish the many varied tasks that is
required in operating a territorial, autocephalous Church. Effective, engaged and
cooperative leadership is necessary for the continued operation of the Church through
these challenging times.
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April 18, 2011

Fr. Eric, bless!
It's been an intense four months at oca.org, as the new team's been both
learning how to manage the existing website while simultaneously building
the new site. The following have been key components of my managing
editor workload thus far:
Managing our workflow
From the first day we started in January until now, the flow of requests, the
feedback from our armchair editors, and the barrage of information, has
not stopped, and we are learning what it means to oversee one of the most
active English language Orthodox websites! From the beginning we
realized we needed a system to manage everything, and after evaluating
several options, we settled on the Zendesk ticket system. Zendesk enables
us to stay on top of all of the requests we receive by tracking the flow of
information related to the requests, insuring that no one's concern is
ignored, no matter how small the complaint or need. It describes itself as a
"web-based help desk software with an elegant support ticket system and
a self services customer support platform. Agile, smart, convenient." That's
a fancy way of saying that we're getting organized in our virtual office!
Currently, the three Zendesk "agents" for oca.org are Ginny, Ryan, and
Jessica Linke. We also receive directory updates for Greg Sulich through
Zendesk and can pass those through to him—Zendesk tracks that as well.
I review the Zendesk admin at least once a week to make sure there’s not
one request that remains unassigned, and that everything is responded to
in a timely fashion.
Managing our team
Regular meetings I’ve initiated have covered both the technical and
editorial aspects of oca.org. The meetings are grouped according to the
issue at hand: sometimes I join our Senior Editor Fr. John Matusiak and
you to discuss upcoming stories. Last year you and Fr. John set out to post
one story a day, giving priority to OCA stories but also reporting other
Orthodox news as applicable. We’ve continued to keep that as a goal and
so far have managed, thanks to Fr. John’s prodigious output, to keep that
pace every week of 2011. I help as needed to dig up stories and news.
Our Technical Manager Ryan Platte joins us for many meetings—he has
had a host of security and development issues to deal with from day one.
Ryan's been both emphasizing site security as well as prioritizing our list of

deferred maintenance tech tasks. Part of Ryan’s time has been spent
getting to know the people that matter to his job, such as Rich Tirpak;
additionally, he’s had to become familiar enough with the existing system
to make changes to the homepage and fix broken pages and links.
Managing the new website build
A good deal of our time has also been dedicated to building the new
website. I set up our Basecamp virtual office, which enables us to track our
conversations, upload our files and publish our schedules and deadlines
(Milestones). Ryan and Fr. John have also laid out the development details
in Pivotal Tracker, a tool that breaks out every technical step required to
build the site.
Managing the overall project has involved:
• building the new site map, a complex and critical process
• holding many design meetings with the Chancery executive group,
our web team, and designers John & JD—vetting new home page
iterations, working through navigation issues, building subpage
templates (subpage work is currently going on this week).
• making sure that the development work is moving forward
• initiating numerous points of contact with stakeholders about their
pages and what functionality should be built in to the new sections—
and there will be much more of this to come in the next 4 months of
2011. Websites don’t get launched and then stay static anymore
(that’s the 1990’s model). Post-launch I will still be refining the pages
and sections throughout the course of 2011, with the goal that every
stakeholder is as happy as can possibly be going into the 2011 AAC.
• figuring out the admin structure for the new site: who should be
given access to their sections and how should they be trained?
Expression Engine, our new software, will allow for active
stakeholders such as David Drillock (liturgical resources) and Fr.
John Matusiak (news, Q & A) to create posts easily and without risk
to the site's integrity.
It’s all about relationships
The OCA’s reach stretches from Hawaii and Alaska down to the southern
regions of Florida, up to Canada and down to Mexico. One could argue
that oca.org is one of the only entities within the OCA where everything
comes together under one roof, albeit a virtual one—all the departments
and organizations, Synod and Chancery and Council members, Sunday
School teachers and choir directors and deacons.
As such, it is my goal to continue to reach out to the people of the OCA,
who I might add have been (to a person) very kind and welcoming to the

new web team. After all, our job isn’t to advance our own agenda, but to
figure out their agenda and how we can further their communication goals
via the website. I will continue to place a high priority on making sure I do
more listening than talking this year, as I reach out to OCA stakeholders.
Fr. Eric, it has been my privilege to serve the OCA as the Managing Editor
these four months. Thank you for your guidance and leadership.
In Christ,
Ginny

Father, bless!
I am delighted to be settling into my role as Technical Manager for the OCA. It is a
real blessing to be able to use my talents and skills to serve the Church. We have
made a lot of progress and have some wonderful things being prepared for release
right now. I would like to share with you some highlights of the progress we’ve
been able to make together since beginning in January.

One of my first projects was to establish a way to escrow passwords so that the keys
to the Church’s assets weren’t held by a single person. As part of the transition I
changed the passwords to OCA technical assets and set up Ginny, Fr. Eric, and
Melanie with a password escrow mechanism so our assets can continue to be
administered without disruption if I’m unavailable. This was a crucial first step; we
will improve the escrow in the near future.

Another improvement we have made is to organize our incident response using
Zendesk support software. People who write to most of the contact addresses on
our Contact Us page now receive an immediate automated response letting them
know we’ve received their message, and we are able to follow up in batches
servicing their requests and answering their questions. The three agents can
correspond with the inquirers when there is news while letting the system handle
who’s responsible and track wait times. All of this helps us get more done on a tight
schedule in our busy environment.

I have worked with several oca.org email account holders to improve their access
and train them on the new system to which they were migrated shortly before my
tenure. Our users expect and deserve IT support for their work, and have
universally expressed hope that we will offer better communication and support
than they’ve experienced in the past. We are doing our best but are quickly finding
out that tight budget necessitates that some conversations must be more terse than
they should be.

By far the biggest activity has been the site refresh project. We are managing many,
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many details of the existing site and making many important decisions about the
new site while guiding and assisting the design team. Our work has been
punctuated with downtime events from the old Windows server that still runs the
majority of our site. It has been a challenge to balance keeping the old site running
against the work needed to replace the old site in a limited budget.
We have worked hard to ensure that we create a new environment that has all of
the strengths and features, and few of the usability, stability, and security
weaknesses of the existing site. I did fix a remaining security issue that was causing
Google to warn users that our site was serving malware, so our search engine slate
is now clean, which is very important.

We have begun setup on the new hosting platform that will run the oca.org website
after the refresh. We found a provider that provided our desired features including
significant system resources, bandwidth that is many times our current usage, and
some redundancy and backup features, for less money than we have been paying
for hosting. It is already hosting the many photos at ocaphoto.oca.org.

We look forward to releasing a new site this summer with a beautiful new design; a
site architecture that helps visitors accomplish their goals when they visit our site; a
redone, deeper integration with the Orthodox liturgical calendar (one of the biggest
technical challenges of this project); great search engine and mobile accessibility;
very easy to use administration tools so we can support contributors working on
their part of the site directly or through an editor; and many more rich features that
will dramatically improve our site.

In Christ,
Ryan Platte
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